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1

Definitions and interpretation

1.1

In this document, unless the contrary intention appears:
1.1.1 competition rules means the current competition rules of the IDRU;
1.1.2 illegal and/or foul play has the meaning defined in the IRB’s
Regulations relating to the Game;
1.1.3 misconduct includes an act or acts of illegal and/or foul play;
1.1.4 other words appearing in italics have the meanings defined in the
competition rules;
1.1.5 a reference to a person includes a reference to a natural person, an
association whether incorporated or not and a committee;
1.1.6 words indicating the singular number include the plural number and vice
versa;
1.1.7 words indicating a gender include each other gender;
1.1.8 where an expression is defined, another part of speech or grammatical
form of that expression has a corresponding meaning.

2

Judiciary membership and meetings

2.1 The judiciary is to consist of:
2.2.1 a judiciary chairman; and
2.2.2 4 other persons,
appointed from time to time by the board.
2.3. The judiciary must meet at such times:
2.3.1 as are necessary for compliance with the competition rules; and
2.3.2 as are otherwise required by the board.
2.4.

At each meeting of the judiciary:
2.4.1 the judiciary chairman is to preside; or
2.4.2 if the judiciary chairman is absent or unwilling to act, another
member of the judiciary chosen by the members present at the
meeting is to preside.

3

Voting and decisions

3.1

Questions arising at a meeting of the judiciary are to be determined by a
majority of the votes of the judiciary members present at the meeting.

3.2

Each judiciary member present at a meeting of the judiciary (including the
chairman of the meeting) is entitled to one vote but, in the event of an equality
of votes on any question, the chairman can exercise a second or casting vote.

3.2

A majority of the members of the judiciary constitute a quorum for the
transaction of the business of a judiciary meeting

3.3

Subject to clause 3.2, the judiciary can act despite any vacancy on the
judiciary.

3.4

Any thing done or permitted, or purporting to have been done or permitted, by
the judiciary, is valid despite any defect that is discovered afterwards in the
appointment or qualifications of any member of the judiciary.
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4

Judiciary functions

4.1 This document sets out the procedures for dealing with:
4.1.1 a player ordered off the field of play;
4.1.2 a player temporarily suspended 6 times in the competition or 5 times in the
junior competition;
4.1.3 a player, club or other person cited for misconduct; and
4.1.4 a protest arising from a competition match lodged by a club.
5

Ordering off distinguished from temporary suspension

5.1

A player is ordered off when sent from the field of play permanently by the
referee.

5.2

A player is temporarily suspended when cautioned in a match by the referee and
temporarily sent off the field of play by the referee for a period of 10 minutes
playing time which is spent in the so-called sin bin.

6

Players ordered off the field of play

6.1

On the same day as a player is ordered off the field of play for misconduct, the
referee responsible must send by email to the registrar and the IDRURA
secretary a report including:
6.1.1 the date and venue of the match and the teams participating;
6.1.2 the names of the player and the player’s club; and
6.1.3 the reason for ordering the player off the field of play.
The report should be in the form set out in Appendix 2.

6.2

On the same day as a player is ordered off the field of play for misconduct on the
report of an assistant referee, the a s s i s t a n t referee responsible must
a l s o send by email to the registrar and the IDRURA secretary a report
including:
6.2.1 the date and venue of the match and the teams participating;
6.2.2 the names of the player and the player’s club; and
6.2.3 the reason for the report.
The report should be in the form set out in Appendix 3.

6.3

Within 24 hours after receipt of the report, the registrar must send a
copy of the report to the player’s club, the rugby chairman and the
judiciary chairman.

6.4

A player ordered off the field of play will be suspended from playing until the
player’s case has been decided by the judiciary.

6.5

The judiciary must meet as directed by the board or when necessary throughout
the season to hear cases. Unless otherwise directed by the board the judiciary
will meet at the Builders Club , 6 1 Church Street , Wollongong at 5.30pm on
each Wednesday after a competition match in which a player is ordered off the
field of play. The player must attend that meeting.

6.6

Despite clauses 6.4 and 6.5, if the referee’s report or assistant referee’s report (if
applicable) has not been received by the player’s club before the day of the
meeting referred to in clause 6.5, the club must notify the judiciary chairman
accordingly. In that event:
6.6.1 the meeting to determine the player’s case must be adjourned;
6.6.2 the judiciary chairman must subsequently send to the player notice of
the meeting at which the player’s case is to be determined together with
a copy of the referee’s report; and
6.6.3 the player can continue to play until the case has been determined.
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6.7

Despite clauses 6.5 and 6.6, if the player ordered off is unable to attend a

meeting of the judiciary, the player can give written and signed permission to be
represented by an official of the player’s club or by legal counsel.
6.8

Within 24 hours after the referee’s report has been sent to the player’s club, the
player must send by email to the registrar and the rugby chairman a response:
6.8.1 admitting the misconduct alleged in the report without dispute (in which case
the player is not required to attend the hearing, unless specifically directed
by the judiciary chairman to attend);
6.8.2 admitting the misconduct alleged but reserving the right to make
submissions to the judiciary ; or
6.8.3 disputing the report.
If no response is sent, the player will be deemed to have admitted the misconduct
alleged without dispute. The response should be submitted in the form set out in
Appendix 4.

6.9 Within 24 hours after the time allowed for the player’s response, the registrar or the rugby
chairman must send by email to the judiciary chairman copies of the match result
sheet and the player’s response (if any).
6.10 The judiciary must consider the circumstances of the case and determine what
further penalty, if any, should be imposed on the player. The player can seek
to show that the referee’s reasons for sending the player off were wrong and the
judiciary can review the referee’s reasons for the ordering off decision and
the circumstances surrounding it. In any such case, the judiciary must not
make a finding contrary to the referee’s decision unless it is satisfied, on the
balance of probabilities, that the referee’s reasons for the decision were
wrong.
[Explanatory note: The provisions relating to standard of proof have been
prepared with Law 6.A.4(a) of the Laws of the Game in mind. It is essential to
preserve the integrity of this Law and the referee’s position as sole judge of fact
and law during a match. Any decision by a referee during a match cannot be
affected by a ruling of the judiciary.
However, it is recognised that a referee can make an error when deciding, for
example, that a player be ordered from the field of play. In that case the ordering
off cannot be reversed, but it would be unjust to impose a further penalty on the
player.
A distinction is drawn between the referee’s decision on the field of play and
reasons for the decision. This means that when, after the judiciary considers
the further disciplinary consequences of an incident, where the referee has
already made a decision on the field of play in relation to that incident, the
judiciary can nevertheless enquire into the referee’s reasons for that decision
and the circumstances surrounding it.]
7

Temporary suspensions

7.1

As soon as practicable after becoming aware that a player is required under
competition rule 5.12.2 to appear before the judiciary, the registrar must send
by email to the judiciary chairman and to the secretary of the player’s club a
report including:
7.1.1 the names of the player and the player’s club;
7.1.2 the date and venue of each match during which the player was
temporarily suspended and the teams participating; and
7.1.3 the date, time and place of the judiciary hearing which the player must
attend.
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7.2

The purpose of the hearing is to consider whether any further penalty
should be imposed on the player for persistent offending.

7.3

Except where the player alleges that a temporary suspension in any incident was
a result of the referee having wrongly identified the player as the offending
player, no evidence will be heard other than on the question of penalty.

7.4

The player will be suspended from playing until the player’s case has been
decided by the judiciary.

8

Citing complaints

8.1

A complaint citing a player or other member of a club for misconduct in
relation to a match can be made by a club, the IDRURA or the board.

8.2

The complaint must be sent by email to the rugby chairman and to the secretary
of the club of which the person cited is a member within 72 hours after the
conclusion of the match.

8.3

The complaint must include:
8.2.1 the date and venue of the match and the teams participating;
8.2.2 the names of the person cited and that person’s club; and
8.2.3 details of the misconduct alleged and the evidence to be relied on.

8.4

As soon as practicable after receiving the complaint, the rugby chairman
must notify the club of which the person cited is a member of the date, time
and place of the judiciary hearing of the complaint. The person cited must
attend that hearing.

8.5

Despite rule 8.4, if the person cited is unable to attend a regular meeting of the
judiciary, the person cited can give written permission, signed by that person, to
be represented by an official of that person’s club or by legal counsel.

8.6

At any hearing of the complaint, the judiciary can require the person making the
complaint or that person’s nominee to attend in person or via telephone
conference or video link in order to present evidence or explain the basis upon
which the complaint has been made or both.

8.7

In the interests of time and minimising inconvenience, a person cited, and whose
disciplinary hearing is pending, can be required by the judiciary, prior to the
hearing, to supply it with full particulars of the case that will be presented on
that person’s behalf at the hearing.

8.8

The judiciary can postpone, adjourn or issue directions in respect of the
hearing of a citing complaint. However, the complaint should, wherever
practicable, be heard and determined within 5 days after the end of the match
in relation to which the complaint arose.

8.9

The judiciary must, prior to considering whether the citing complaint is to be
upheld, establish that the incident was undetected by the referee and touch
judges.

8.10

In any case where the judiciary is required to consider a citing complaint in
respect of an incident where the referee has made a decision on the field of play
in relation to that incident, the judiciary can review the referee’s reasons for the
decision and the circumstances surrounding it. In any such case, the judiciary
must not make a finding contrary to the referee’s decision unless it is satisfied,
on the balance of probabilities, that the referee’s reasons for the decision are
wrong

8.11

In any case where the judiciary is required to consider an incident of misconduct
which has not been the subject of a determination on the field of play by the
referee it must not uphold the citing complaint unless it is satisfied on the
balance of probabilities that the player concerned was guilty of the misconduct
alleged in the citing complaint.
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9

Protests and disputes

9.1

A club wishing to lodge a protest or claiming that a dispute has arisen in
connection with a competition match, the Laws of the Game, the competition
rules or any relevant code of conduct must give notice of the protest or dispute
within 24 hours after the completion of the match or after the dispute arises by
emails addressed to the rugby chairman the other club participating in the match
or involved in the dispute and, if the protest or dispute relates to the conduct of
the match referee, the IDRURA.

9.2

The notice must include:
9.2.1 the date and venue of the match and the teams participating;
9.2.2 the name of the person with whom the dispute has arisen, if
applicable;
9.2.3 details of the protest or dispute; and
9.2.4 the evidence to be relied on.
Except as provided above, no specific form of notice is required.

9.3

As soon as practicable after receiving the notice, the rugby chairman must notify
the club giving the notice and each person to whom the protest or dispute relates
of the date, time and place of the judiciary hearing of the protest or dispute. The
persons notified by the judiciary must attend that hearing or be represented by
an official of the relevant club at the hearing.

9.4

The judiciary can postpone, adjourn or issue directions in respect of the
hearing of a protest or dispute. However, the protest or dispute should, wherever
practicable, be heard and determined within 14 days after notice of the protest or
dispute was received by the judiciary.

10

Judiciary to regulate its own procedures

10.1 The procedure in all matters dealt with by the judiciary is to be as the judiciary
determines in each case and the judiciary can depart from the procedures set out
in clause 11.12. However, subject to the power to regulate its own procedures
and depart from those procedures, it must:
10.1.1 seek to conform generally with the procedures set out in clause 11.12;
10.1.2 ensure that a player subject to disciplinary proceedings has a reasonable
opportunity to be heard and to present the player’s case
10.1.2 comply with the standard of proof provisions set out in clause 15.2;
10.1.3 ensure that a person making a citing complaint or protest or claiming
that a dispute has arisen has a representative in attendance at the
hearing, failing which the case will be dismissed.
10.2

In any case, the judiciary can convene a pre-hearing conference for the
purposes of giving directions for the hearing and clarification of the procedures.
The conference can include any player ordered off or temporarily suspended
or other person or their representative, match official, and anyone else whose
participation is considered desirable.

10.3

The judiciary must endeavour to ensure that disciplinary proceedings are heard
in the presence of the player or other person who is the subject of the
proceedings. However, nothing in these procedures, or otherwise, will prevent
the judiciary from hearing and determining disciplinary proceedings in the
absence of the player or other person concerned where they do not attend the
hearing. In those circumstances the judiciary can take written representations
made by or on behalf of the player or other person concerned into account in
making its decision.
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11

General procedures

11.1

A player who is required to attend a hearing by the judiciary is entitled to be
represented at the hearing by an official of the player’s club, or other affiliated
organisation, or by legal counsel. A parent of the player can attend the hearing but
cannot:
11.1.1 act as the player’s representative; and
11.1.2 speak unless invited to do so by the judiciary chairman.

11.2

The referee of the match in which a player is ordered off (and, if a player is
ordered off as a result of an assistant referee’s report, the assistant referee)
must, if requested by the judiciary chairman and unless exceptional
circumstances prevent them from doing so, attend the judiciary hearing whether in
person or via telephone conference or video link. Nothing in this clause prevents
the judiciary from hearing and determining disciplinary proceedings in the absence
of the referee or touch judge.

11.3

In respect of cases involving the ordering off of a player, the judiciary must
ensure that, prior to the hearing, the player ordered off has been supplied with,
and has had a sufficient opportunity to consider, the referee's report and, where
applicable, the report of the touch judge, together with other evidence including,
where available, video evidence. In respect of cases involving a citing complaint,
the judiciary must ensure that prior to the hearing, the player or other person
cited has been provided with and has had a sufficient opportunity to consider the
complaint and any reports relating to it.

11.4

Subject to clause 11.5, the judiciary is entitled to receive such evidence and in
such form as it thinks fit (including evidence in writing), even though the evidence
may not be legally admissible and is entitled to attach such weight to that
evidence as it sees fit.
11.5 Generally, the judiciary must apply the best evidence rule. This means that
first hand accounts from those attending the hearing as to their observations
of the incident in question should be preferred. Hearsay evidence can be
accepted. However, caution must be exercised before hearsay evidence is
accepted in preference to first hand evidence and generally less weight should be
given to hearsay evidence. Further, as a general rule, the judiciary should not
permit the introduction of opinion evidence other than expert opinion evidence.
Expert opinion evidence is only likely to be permitted when the evidence falls
outside the every day knowledge of members of the judiciary, for example,
medical opinion.

	
  

11.6

If the judiciary accepts as of probative value video evidence, it must be
viewed without the sound or commentary associated with it being heard, except
where the sound commentary includes the comments made by the referee
through the referee’s microphone in relation to the specific incident in question.

11.7 The judiciary can determine whether or not witnesses who give evidence can
remain in the room in which the hearing is being conducted after their evidence
has been given.
11.8

The judiciary can direct the attendance at the meeting of any player ordered off or
cited, any other person and any witness. Where such a direction is given, the
player or other person or witness concerned must comply with it. In any case
where such a direction given by the judiciary is not complied with, the judiciary
can refuse to allow the evidence of that player or other person or witness to be
given in any other form.

11.9

At any hearing the judiciary can direct that the IDRU be represented. If so, the
IDRU can appear by legal counsel or other representative at the hearing, in such
capacity as the judiciary requires, to provide assistance to the judiciary in the
discharge of its duties.
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11.10

Where evidence is given at a judiciary hearing there can be no direct questioning
of any witness, except by judiciary members or except where the judiciary agrees
otherwise. However, questions can be put to a witness through the judiciary
chairman at the chairman's discretion.

11.11

The judiciary can call on experts to provide specialist advice, including legal
advice.

11.12 Unless it otherwise directs, the procedure of the judiciary at a hearing will be as
follows:
11.12.1 the chairman will explain the procedure to be followed;
11.12.2 for cases involving ordering off, the referee's report and, where
applicable, the assistant referee’s report will be read;
11.12.3 the player will be asked whether or not the misconduct alleged against
the player is admitted;
11.12.4 evidence from the ordered off player, if the player elects to give
evidence, and from any witnesses will be heard;
11.12.5 final submissions will be heard;
11.12.6 a similar procedure, subject to such modification as the judiciary deems
appropriate, can be adopted at the discretion of the judiciary with regard
to cases involving citing.
11.13

For citing complaints, the person making the complaint must have a
representative in attendance at the hearing to present the basis of the citing
complaint and evidence in support.

11.14

The player or other person subject to the proceedings can admit the misconduct
alleged at any time. In that case the judiciary must proceed immediately to
hear submissions as to the penalty (if any) to be imposed

11.15 The judiciary’s deliberations on its decision must take place in private.
11.16 Subject to clause 11.14, the judiciary must, in the first instance, determine its
factual findings. It must then, as appropriate, reconvene and hear and consider
evidence and submissions in relation to penalties or other remedies.
11.17

The judiciary can decide to impose a penalty in accordance with the provisions
of clause 12 or to take no further action.

11.18

Ordinarily, each hearing by the judiciary (except for private deliberations) must
be fully video and audio recorded.

12

Penalties

12.1 When imposing penalties, the judiciary dealing with an ordering off report or citing
complaint should apply the IRB’s recommended penalties for illegal and/or foul play
set out in Appendix 1 in accordance with this clause 12.
12.2 In respect of illegal and/or foul play not referred to in Appendix 1, appropriate
penalties can be imposed at the discretion of the judiciary. However, in cases
where the player’s actions constitute serious illegal and/or foul play for any type of
offence which had the potential to result and, in fact, did result in serious or gross
consequences to the health of the victim, the judiciary can impose any period of
suspension including a suspension for life.
12.3

The judiciary must undertake an assessment of the seriousness of the
misconduct which constitutes the offence and categorise the offence as being
at the lower end, mid range or top end of the scale of seriousness in order to
identify the appropriate entry point for consideration of a particular incident where
the incident is expressly covered in Appendix 1. That assessment must be
determined by reference to the following features of offending:
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12.3.1 The offence was intentional, that is, committed intentionally or
deliberately.
12.3.2 The offence was reckless, that is the player knew, or should have
known, there was a risk of committing an act of misconduct.
12.3.3 The gravity of the player’s actions in relation to the offence,
including:
12.3.3.1 the nature of actions, manner in which offence committed
including part of body used (e.g. fist, elbow, knee or boot);
12.3.3.2 the existence of provocation and whether the player acted in
retaliation or self-defence or both.
12.3.4 The effect of the offending player’s actions on the victim (e.g. extent of
injury, removal of player from game).
12.3.5 The effect of offending player’s actions on the game.
12.3.6 The vulnerability of victim player including the part of victim’s body
involved or affected, position of the victim and ability to self defend.
12.3.7 The level of participation in the offence and level of premeditation.
12.3.8 Whether the conduct of the offending player was completed or
amounted to an attempt.
12.3.9 Any other feature relevant to the offence.
Based on the assessment and categorization of the offence under this clause,
the judiciary must identify the applicable entry point where set out in Appendix 1.
12.4

Having identified the applicable entry point for consideration of a particular
incident, the judiciary must identify all relevant aggravating factors and determine
what additional period of suspension, if any, above the applicable entry point for
the offence should apply to the case in question. Aggravating factors include:
12.4.1 an absence or lack of remorse or contrition or both on the part of the
offending player;
12.4.2 the player’s status as a persistent offender of the Laws of the Game;
12.4.3 the need for a deterrent to combat a pattern of offending;
12.4.4 any other off field aggravating factor that the judiciary considers relevant
and appropriate.

12.5

The player’s disciplinary record in all competitions and (as appropriate) inother
sports within the previous 5 years of the incident that is the subject of the
disciplinary proceedings can be considered by the judiciary. In any case in which
the judiciary forms the view that a player before it is a persistent offender against
the Laws of the Game, then the judiciary can, in imposing any penalty on the
player, take account of such persistent offending as an aggravating factor

12.6

The judiciary must then identify all relevant mitigating factors and determine if
there are grounds for reducing the period of suspension, if any. Mitigating factors
include:
12.6.1 the presence and timing of an acknowledgement of culpability and guilt
by the offending player;
12.6.2 a good record and good character;
12.6.3 the age and experience of the player;
12.6.4 the player’s conduct prior to and at the hearing;
12.6.5 remorse for the player’s actions and the victim of the misconduct;
12.6.6 any other off field mitigating factor that the judiciary considers relevant
and appropriate.

12.7

In cases involving an offence of the least serious kind where there are
compelling mitigating features and an absence of aggravating features, penalties
less than the lower end penalties specified in Appendix 1 can be applied and, in
this respect only, the lower end penalties set out in Appendix 1 are not minimum
penalties.

12.8

The judiciary must in its written decisions set out the reasoning for its findings,
including the finding on culpability, how it has categorised the seriousness of
the offence by reference to the standard features of offending set out in clause
12.3, how it applied aggravating and mitigating factors and conclude with the
penalty, if any, imposed.
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12.9

Whenever any period of suspension is imposed by the judiciary,
the
commencement of that period can be deferred at the discretion of the judiciary.
However, the judiciary cannot suspend the effect of any penalty imposed for
cases involving illegal and/or foul play.

12.10 If a player sends a response in accordance with clause 6.8.1 in respect of an
offence listed in Appendix 5 and indicated in the referee’s report as a lower end
offence:
12.10.1 the player is not required to attend the hearing by the judiciary: and
12.10.2 the judiciary will impose the relevant penalty of suspension specified for
that offence in Appendix 5,
but only if the player has not been ordered off previously in the same year.
13

Post-hearing procedures

13.1

Notice of the decision of the judiciary must be given to the relevant parties as
soon as practicable after the conclusion of the hearing and is binding on
notification to the player or other person affected or to their club or representative
at the hearing, if any. W here it considers it appropriate, the judiciary can deliver
a short oral decision at the conclusion of the hearing (with its reasons to be
put in writing and communicated to the relevant parties at a later date) or it may
reserve its decision.

13.2

Relevant parties heard by the judiciary are entitled to a copy of the written
decision of the judiciary which must, where practicable, be sent to them by the
judiciary within 48 hours after the decision is made.

13.3

In any case where a player or other person is adversely affected by a decision of
the judiciary, the player or other person must be notified by the judiciary of the
circumstances in which an appeal can be made to the board. That notification
must be included in the judiciary’s written decision and given at the conclusion of
the hearing if an oral decision is given.

13.4

The record of the hearing, and all papers relating to the hearing, must be kept
by the judiciary which must make the record and papers available to the board if
required. Copies of the record and papers must be made available at reasonable
cost only on appeal of the decision of the judiciary. Otherwise, the video and
audio records can be destroyed after 28 days after the hearing.

13.5

If the judiciary considers that a citing complaint, protest or dispute claim is
frivolous or groundless it can impose a fine or other penalty on the club lodging
the complaint, protest or claim.

14

Appeals

14.1

A party to proceedings before the judiciary can appeal to the board against a
finding or decision of the judiciary. Any such appeal must be made by notice
lodged with the rugby chairman within 7 business days after notice of the
judiciary’s finding or decision is given to that party.

14.2

The notice of appeal must be in writing and signed by the person lodging the
appeal and must specify:
14.2.1
14.2.2
14.2.3
14.2.4

the name of the person lodging the appeal;
the decision appealed against;
the date of the decision appealed against; and
the specific grounds of the appeal.

Except as provided above, no specific form of a notice of appeal is required.
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14.3 The notice of appeal must be accompanied by a deposit of $200. If the deposit is
not paid, the appeal is deemed to be abandoned, but the board can, in any
case, extend the time for payment of the deposit.
14.4

On notification by the rugby chairman of lodgement of the appeal, the judiciary
must make available to the rugby chairman the full record of the proceedings
before the judiciary.

14.5 The board can conduct and regulate the appeal proceedings as it sees fit having
regard to the circumstances of the case but must generally conform to the
procedures stated in this document but particularly clause 14.6.
14.6

The board can conduct a hearing anew or determine the appeal based on the
record of the decision of the judiciary or a combination of them, as it deems
appropriate. Where the appellant appeals against the penalty or cost order alone,
the appellant can request the board to review the penalty or cost order without
the need for a personal hearing. The board can also determine that a personal
hearing is not required in relation to any appeal but if the appellant so wishes,
the appellant always has the right to appear and make representations in all
cases or alternatively can make representations by telephone or in writing or
both.

14.7 The board can, as it sees fit, deal with such pre hearing procedural and
evidentiary matters as may be applicable and can convene a pre-hearing
conference for the purposes of giving directions for the hearing and clarification of
the procedures. The board can require any person to attend the hearing as a
witness.
14.8

The board must set a time, date and place for the hearing of the appeal which
must be notified by the rugby chairman to the appellant.

14.9

The board can call on experts to provide specialist advice, including legal
advice.

14.10

An appeal should, where practicable, be heard within 14 days of its lodgement.

14.11 The board can postpone or adjourn the hearing of an appeal.
14.12 In any appeal, the board can direct that the appellant be represented. If so,
appellant must appear at the hearing of the appeal in such capacity as the board
requires, to provide assistance to the board in the discharge of its duties.
14.13 The appellant can be represented before the board by a representative or legal
counsel or both.
14.14 Where any question of fact arises on an appeal before the board it can be
determined by reference to the record of proceedings before the judiciary.
However, the board, in its discretion, can rehear or receive written evidence in
respect of the whole or any part of the evidence given before the judiciary as it
considers appropriate.
14.15 Subject to clause 14.6, the board has full discretionary power to hear and receive
such further evidence on an appeal as it thinks fit. Ordinarily, such evidence
would only be accepted where it can be established that such evidence was
not, on full and proper enquiry, available at the time of the original hearing. The
board, subject to clauses 11.5 and 11.6, can receive such evidence as it thinks fit,
even if the evidence may not be legally admissible.
14.16 If in its discretion, and subject to clauses 14.5 and 14.6, the board permits further
evidence to be adduced at a hearing, there must be no cross - examination of
witnesses except to the extent allowed by the board.
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14.17 In any case where a witness required by the board refuses or fails to attend
before the board, the board can decide whether or not to allow the evidence of
that witness to be given in any other form.
14.18 The board can determine whether witnesses who give evidence are able to
remain within the room in which the appeal is being heard after their evidence has
been given.
14.19 Except where the board decides to hear the entire case anew (in which
circumstance the applicable first instance standards and burdens will apply), the
appellant will have the burden of proving that the decision being challenged should
be set aside or varied.
14.20 The board’s deliberations on its decision are to be made in private.
14.21 In exercising its jurisdiction, the board can:
14.21.1 uphold or dismiss the appeal and confirm, set aside or vary any
finding, determination or penalty appealed against; and
14.21.2 order that the whole or any part of a deposit lodged pursuant to clause
14.3 be forfeited or refunded;
14.21.3 take any other steps that it considers necessary to deal justly with the
appeal.
14.22

The board can make such cost order as it deems appropriate and can order
any party or parties to pay some or all of the costs of or in relation to proceedings
under this clause 14.

14.23 The rugby chairman must notify the parties as soon as practicable after the
conclusion of the hearing of the decision of the board in relation to the appeal.
That decision will be final and binding on notification to those parties. Where it
considers it appropriate, the board can deliver a short oral decision at the
conclusion of the hearing (with its reasons to be put in writing
and
communicated to the parties at a later date) or it may reserve its decision.
14.24

The parties to the appeal are entitled to a copy of the board’s written decision
which must be provided by the rugby chairman as soon as practicable after it is
available.

14.25 The hearing of any appeal by the board must, ordinarily, be fully audio and video
recorded. The record of the hearing and all papers relating to the
hearing must be retained by the board which must make them available to the
appellant if the appellant so requires, at the cost of the appellant.
15

Additional provisions

15.1

In all proceedings before the judiciary or the board on appeal from the judiciary,
referees and touch judges can only give evidence of fact, not opinion.

15.2 The standard of proof on all questions to be determined by judiciary or the
board on appeal from the judiciary is the balance of probabilities.
15.3 Appeals to the board will ordinarily be heard the Builders’ Club, 61 Church
Street, Wollongong. All hearings will be held in private.
15.4 W here disciplinary proceedings, however arising, are taken against more than
one player as a result of incidents occurring in a match, those proceedings can be
heard by the judiciary at the same time, provided there is no prejudice to any
person against whom the disciplinary proceedings are taken.
15.5

No member of the judiciary or of the board should comment to the media on a
decision of those bodies but the chairman of either can release a copy of that
decision to the media when it is available or, if a full written decision is not
immediately available, release to the media a brief resume of that decision.
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15.6 Judiciary members and board members hearing appeals against decisions of the
judiciary must exercise their functions independently of both clubs playing in a
match in respect of which the appeal arises.
15.7 In respect of any matter not provided for in this document, the board must make
a decision according to general principles of natural justice and fairness.
15.8 The judiciary, and the board on an appeal from a decision of the judiciary, prior
to a hearing or at any stage during a hearing, can amend the allegation of
misconduct for which the player has been ordered off or cited unless, having
regard to the circumstances of the case, that amendment cannot be made
without causing injustice.
16

Unforeseen circumstances

16.1 If a particular incident takes place for which there is no provision in this document,
then the president of the IDRU, or the president’s nominee can take such action
that the president or that nominee considers appropriate in the circumstances in
accordance with general principles of natural justice and fairness.
17

Technical non-compliance

17.1 Any procedures relating to disciplinary processes under this document or
proceedings, findings or decisions of the judiciary or the board on appeal from a
decision of the judiciary cannot be quashed or invalidated by reason of any
departure from those procedures or of any defect, irregularity, omission or
technicality unless that departure, defect, irregularity, omission or technicality
raises a material doubt as to the reliability of the findings or decisions of these
bodies or results in a miscarriage of justice.
18

Notices

18.1 The provisions of the competition rules in respect of notices apply to any notice
able or required to be given under the provisions of this document.
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APPENDIX 1

APPENDIX 1

IRB SANCTIONS FOR FOUL PLAY (REGULATION 17)

Law No.

Description

10.4(s)
10.4(m)

Verbal Abuse of Match Officials

10.4(s)
10.4(m)

Threatening Actions or Words at Match
Officials

10.4(s)
10.4(m)

Physical Abuse of Match Officials

10.4(a)

Striking another Player with a hand, arm or fist

10.4(a)

Striking another Player with the elbow

10.4(a)

Striking with knee

10.4(a)

Striking with head

10.4(b)

Stamping/Trampling on an Opponent

10.4(c)

Kicking an Opponent

10.4(d)

Tripping an Opponent with the foot/leg

10.4(e)

10.4(e)

10.4(f)

10.4(f)
10.4(k)

Dangerous tackling of an Opponent including
early or late and including the action known as
the “stiff arm tackle”
Dangerous tackling of an Opponent including a
tackle or attempted tackle above the line of the
shoulders even if the tackle starts below the line
of the shoulders
Holding, pushing or obstructing an Opponent not
holding the ball, by a Player who is not in
possession of the ball, except in a scrum, ruck or
maul
Dangerous charging or obstructing or
grabbing of Opponent without the ball,
including shouldering

Entry Point Based on Scale of
Seriousness of the Player’s
conduct, which constitutes the
offending –
Lower End (LE),
Mid-Range (MR),
Top End (TE).
LE – 6 weeks
MR – 12 weeks
TE - 18+weeks
LE – 12 weeks
MR – 24 weeks
TE - 48+ weeks
LE – 24 weeks
MR – 48 weeks
TE - 96+ weeks
LE – 2 weeks
MR – 5 weeks
TE - 8+ weeks
LE – 2 weeks
MR – 5 w ks
TE - 9+ weeks
LE – 3 weeks
MR – 8 weeks
TE - 12+ weeks
LE – 4 weeks
MR – 10 weeks
TE - 16+ weeks
LE – 2 weeks
MR – 5 weeks
TE - 9+ weeks
LE – 4 weeks
MR – 8 weeks
TE - 12+ weeks
LE – 2 weeks
MR – 4 weeks
TE 8+ weeks
LE – 2 weeks
MR – 6 weeks
TE - 10+ weeks

Maximum
Sanction

52 weeks

260 weeks

Life

52 weeks

52 weeks

52 weeks

104 weeks

52 weeks

52 weeks

52 weeks

52 weeks

LE – 2 weeks
MR – 6 weeks
TE – 10+ weeks

52 weeks

LE – 2 weeks
MR – 4 weeks
TE - 6+ weeks

52 weeks

LE – 2 weeks
MR – 5 weeks
TE - 10+ weeks

52 weeks
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10.4(g)

10.4(h)

10.4(i)

10.4(j)

Dangerous charging or knocking down an
Opponent with the ball, including shouldering

LE – 2 weeks
MR – 5 weeks
TE - 10+ weeks

52 weeks

A player must not charge into a ruck or maul.
LE – 2 weeks
Charging includes any contact made without use
MR – 5 weeks
of the arms, or without grasping a player
TE – 10+ weeks

52 weeks

Tackling, tapping, pushing or pulling an
Opponent jumping for the ball in a lineout or in
open play
Lifting a Player from the ground and either
dropping or driving that Player’s head and/or
upper body into the ground whilst the Player’s
feet are off the ground

10.4(k)

Causing a scrum, ruck or maul to collapse

10.4(m)

Testicle grabbing or twisting or squeezing

10.4(m)

Biting

10.4(m)

Contact with the Eye(s) or the Eye Area

10.4(m)

Spitting at Players

10.4(m)

Verbal abuse of Players based on Religion,
Race, Colour, or National or Ethnic Origin,
sexual orientation or otherwise

LE – 3 weeks
MR – 6 weeks
TE – 12+ weeks

52 weeks

LE – 4 weeks
MR – 8 weeks
TE – 12+ weeks

52 weeks

LE – 2 weeks
MR – 4 weeks
TE - 8+ weeks
LE – 12 weeks
MR – 18 weeks
TE 24+ weeks
LE – 12 weeks
MR – 18 weeks
TE - 24+ weeks
LE – 12 weeks
MR – 18 weeks
TE - 24+ weeks
LE – 4 weeks
MR – 7 weeks
TE - 11+ weeks
LE – 4 weeks
MR – 8 weeks
TE 16+ weeks

10.4(m)

LE – 4 weeks
Any other acts (not previously referred to) which
MR – 7 weeks
are contrary to good sportsmanship
TE – 11+ weeks

10.4(m)

Hair pulling or grabbing

LE – 2 weeks
MR – 4 weeks
TE – 6+ weeks

52 weeks

208 weeks

208 weeks

208 weeks

52 weeks

52 weeks

52 weeks

52 weeks

In respect of offences not referred to in Appendix 1 above, appropriate sanctions may be imposed at the
discretion of the relevant Judicial Officer, Disciplinary Committee, Appeal Officer and/or Appeal
Committee (as the case may be).
Notwithstanding the Sanctions in Appendix 1 and/or the provisions of Regulation 17.19 in cases where
the player’s actions constitute mid- range or top end offending for any type of offence which had the
potential to result and, in fact, did result in serious/gross consequences to the health of the victim,
the Judicial Officers and/or Disciplinary Committees may impose any period of suspension including a
suspension for life.
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APPENDIX 2

REFEREE'S SEND-OFF REPORT
Referee's Name:
Your Contact Number:
Assistant Referee (1):
Assistant Referee (2):
Match Day Controller:
Print Form

Clear Form

Send-off Date:
Player's Name:

Number:
Venue:

Player's Club:
Home Team:
Game Grade:
Final Score:

Vs
	
  
	
  	
  

	
  

Vs

	
  

Ground & Weather Conditions:
Had the Player Been Previously Warned During the Game? Yes:

No:

If Yes, State the Warning:
Had a Yellow Card Been Previously Issued to the Player?

Yes:

No:

If No, go to Red (1)

If Yes, for What Offence(s) was the Yellow Card Issued? (Laws 10.1 to 10.4 &/or Code of Conduct)
(A List of Code of Conduct Breaches Can Be Found at the Bottom of Page 3)

(1)
(2)
(3)
For What Offence(s) was the Red Card Issued? (Laws 10.1 to 10.4 &/or Code of Conduct)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Period of the Game When Offence Occurred:
Elapsed Time in the Half:
Did You Have a Clear View of the Offence?
Was the Player Ordered Off Further to the Report of an Assistant Referee?
(If yes, the Assistant Referee Report (Appendix 3) must be completed and submitted by the Assistant Referee in the same
manner as this report. )

Was the Offence Lower End:

Yes:

No:

Describe the Circumstances of the Offence and Provide any Comments Which Would Assist
the Judiciary in Determining a Penalty e.g. Seriousness of the Offence, Player’s Reaction, etc:
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As I was running towards the ruck I saw . . . .

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT A SEND-OFF REPORT
To ensure that the Judiciary can reach an informed and correct decision, the referee must
complete the Send-Off report fully and accurately. The following suggestions will assist the
referee in doing so. Further help can be obtained from the referees’ President and Secretary.
To facilitate this process, this Send-Off report must be lodged electronically. Hand written
forms and faxes are no longer acceptable as the form must be transmitted between the
various bodies and the clubs and in a timely fashion. This form can be printed and retained
by the referee. It is recommended that the referee fill out the form at the ground and transfer
it to a computer as soon as practicable afterwards. Clubs should consider facilitating the
process by helping to fill out the form at the ground.
This Send-Off report must be completed and emailed to the IDRU Registrar
registrar@idru.com.au and the IDRURA Secretary referees@idru.com.au at the end of the
match and on the same day. No exceptions!
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NOTES:
Name of Player Ordered Off:
Player’s Number:
Player’s Club:

It is the responsibility of the Referee to get the player’s name.

It is the responsibility of the Referee to get the player’s number.

It is the responsibility of the Referee to get the name of the player’s club.

Send-off Date: Date Send-off Occurred.
Match Between: Which Teams Played.
Ground & Weather Conditions:
conditions of the match.

Venue: The Ground the Game was Played at.
Grade: Team Grade.

Score: Game Score.

This is important to the Judiciary. It assists in better understanding the

Had the Player Been Previously Warned During the Game?
you had warned the player previously.

This is a drop down box. “Yes” indicates that

If Yes, State the Warning: This should be described. e.g. “You’re tackling high. Keep them down”
Had a Yellow Card Been Previously Issued to the Player: This is also a drop down box. “Yes” indicates
that you have previously cautioned the player.
If Yes, for What Offence was the Yellow Card Issued: These three boxes contains the entire menu of
offences under Law 10, Foul Play. Choose which are applicable. Remember that different offences have
differing levels of seriousness. If you are not sure which law applies, read the Law Book. It is quite
informative e.g. a head butt is dealt with under Law 10.4.a. “Striking an opponent”. There are multiple lines
for multiple offences.
Reason for Which the Player was ‘Red Carded’: See the instructions above.
Period of Game When Offence Occurred: Choose 1st or 2nd from the menu.
Elapsed Time in Half: State how many minutes into that ½ the offence occurred.
Was the Player Ordered Off Further to the Report of an Assistant Referee: Select Yes or No.
Describe the Circumstances of the Offence (before & after) and Provide Comments, Which Would Assist
the Judiciary in Determining a Penalty:
In writing the narrative to a send-off, it is best to use the age-old method that writers say should be used when
describing an event i.e. use the headings, Who, What, When, Where, and Why. “Who” is the player who
committed the offence. “What” is the offence. “When” should identify the time in the match. “Where” should be
both the game phase and the location in the playing enclosure. “Why” can be difficult to assess, however, if you
feel you know why a player committed an offence, it is worthwhile putting it in. Finally, remember to address any
loose ends that remain after the previous sections have been filled in.
ARU Code of Conduct By-Law Section 3
(d) to promote the reputation of the game and to take all reasonable steps to prevent the game from being
brought into disrepute;
(f) to comply with the ARU’s Safety Directives for Referees, Coaches and Players;
(g) not to repeatedly breach the Laws of the Game relating to Foul Play or Misconduct;
(h) not to abuse, threaten or intimidate a referee, touch judge or other match official, whether on or off the
field, or a selector, coach, manager or other team official;
(i) not to show unnecessary obvious dissension, displeasure or disapproval towards a referee, touch judge or
other match official, his or her decision or generally following a decision of a match official;
(j) not to use crude or abusive language or gestures towards referees, touch judges or other match officials or
spectators;
(k) not to do anything which is likely to intimidate, offend, insult or humiliate another
participant on the ground of the religion, sexual orientation, disability, race, colour or
national or ethnic origin of the person;
(l) not to conduct themselves in any manner, or engage in any activity, whether on or off the
field, that would impair public confidence in the honest and orderly conduct of matches and competitions or in
the integrity and good character of participants;
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APPENDIX 3

ASSISTANT REFEREE'S SEND-OFF REPORT
Assist Referee's Name:
Your Contact Number:
Print Form

Clear Form

Send-off Date:
Player's Name:

Number:
Venue:

Player's Club:
Home Team:
Game Grade:
Final Score:

Vs
	
  
	
  	
  

	
  

Vs

	
  

Ground & Weather Conditions:
Describe the Circumstances of the Offence and Provide any Comments Which Would Assist
the Judiciary in Determining a Penalty e.g. Seriousness of the Offence, Player’s Reaction, etc:
As I was running towards the ruck I saw . . . .
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT A SEND-OFF REPORT
To ensure that the Judiciary can reach an informed and correct decision, the assistant referee
must complete the Send-Off report fully and accurately. The following suggestions will assist
you in doing so. Further help can be obtained from the Referees’ President and Secretary.
To facilitate this process, this Send-Off report must be lodged electronically. Hand written
forms and faxes are no longer acceptable as the form must be transmitted between the
various bodies and the clubs and in a timely fashion. This form can be printed and retained
by the assistant referee. It is recommended that the assistant referee fill out the form at the
ground and transfer it to a computer as soon as practicable afterwards. Clubs should
consider facilitating the process by helping to fill out the form at the ground.
This Send-Off report must be completed and emailed to the IDRU Registrar
registrar@idru.com.au and the IDRURA Secretary referees@idru.com.au at the end of the
match and on the same day. No exceptions!

NOTES:
Name of Player Ordered Off:
Player’s Number:
Player’s Club:

It is the responsibility of the Referee to get the player’s name.

It is the responsibility of the Referee to get the player’s number.

It is the responsibility of the Referee to get the name of the player’s club.

Send-off Date: Date Send-off Occurred.
Match Between: Which Teams Played.
Ground & Weather Conditions:
conditions of the match.

Venue: The Ground the Game was Played at.
Grade: Team Grade.

Score: Game Score.

This is important to the Judiciary. It assists in better understanding the

Describe the Circumstances of the Offence (before & after) and Provide Comments, Which Would Assist
the Judiciary in Determining a Penalty:
In writing the narrative to a send-off, it is best to use the age-old method that writers say should be used when
describing an event i.e. use the headings, Who, What, When, Where, and Why. “Who” is the player who
committed the offence. “What” is the offence. “When” should identify the time in the match. “Where” should be
both the game phase and the location in the playing enclosure. “Why” can be difficult to assess, however, if you
feel you know why a player committed an offence, it is worthwhile putting it in. Finally, remember to address any
loose ends that remain after the previous sections have been filled in.
ARU Code of Conduct By-Law Section 3
(d) to promote the reputation of the game and to take all reasonable steps to prevent the game from being
brought into disrepute;
(f) to comply with the ARU’s Safety Directives for Referees, Coaches and Players;
(g) not to repeatedly breach the Laws of the Game relating to Foul Play or Misconduct;
(h) not to abuse, threaten or intimidate a referee, touch judge or other match official, whether on or off the
field, or a selector, coach, manager or other team official;
(i) not to show unnecessary obvious dissension, displeasure or disapproval towards a referee, touch judge or
other match official, his or her decision or generally following a decision of a match official;
(j) not to use crude or abusive language or gestures towards referees, touch judges or other match officials or
spectators;
(k) not to do anything which is likely to intimidate, offend, insult or humiliate another
participant on the ground of the religion, sexual orientation, disability, race, colour or
national or ethnic origin of the person;
(l) not to conduct themselves in any manner, or engage in any activity, whether on or off the
field, that would impair public confidence in the honest and orderly conduct of matches and competitions or in
the integrity and good character of participants;
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APPENDIX 4

PLAYERS RESPONSE TO
SEND-OFF REPORT

Print Form

Clear Form

To: The Registrar, IDRU Inc. ( registrar@idru.com.au )
& The Rugby Chairman, IDRU Inc. ( rugbychairman@idru.com.au )
I,

(Player’s full name)
(Player’s club) having a copy of the referee's report (appendix 2)

of the
dated

alleging an offence for which I was ordered off the playing

enclosure hereby give notice that I elect to (select one only):
admit the offence and not dispute the referee’s report
admit the offence and make submissions concerning the matter including my
explanation relating to the incident, brief details of my playing history, record of
previous offences (if any) in Rugby Union and any other sport, as well as any other
details that may be taken into consideration by the Judiciary in assessing penalty, as
set out in the attachment to this response
deny the offence. I understand that I will be required to appear before the Judiciary
and I intend to provide evidence as follows:
Video: Who has
it, where is it?
Witnesses named below:
(1)
(2)
(3)
Other Evidence:

Player
Signature:

Date:

Club Official
Signature:

Date:

Parent/Guadian of
U/18 Signature:

Date:

NOTE: This form must be sent to the Registrar & the Rugby Chairman at the email addresses
shown above within 24 hours after the Referee’s Send-Off Report was sent to the Player’s Club
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APPENDIX 5
AUTOMATIC PENALTY OFFENCES
(Clause 12.9)
Law No.

Description

Sanction

10.4(a)

Striking another Player with a hand, arm or fist

2 Weeks

10.4(a)

Striking another Player with the elbow

2 Weeks

10.4(a)

Striking with knee

3 Weeks

10.4(b)

Stamping on an Opponent

2 Weeks

10.4(d)

Tripping an Opponent with the foot/leg

2 Weeks

10.4(e)

Dangerous tackling of an Opponent including early or late and
including the action known as the “stiff arm tackle”

2 Weeks

10.4(e)

Dangerous tackling of an Opponent including a tackle or
attempted tackle above the line of the shoulders even if the tackle
starts below the line of the shoulders

2 Weeks

10.4(f)

Dangerous charging or obstructing or grabbing of Opponent
without the ball, including shouldering

3 Weeks

10.4(g)

Dangerous charging or knocking down an Opponent with the ball,
including shouldering

2 Weeks

10.4(k)

Causing a scrum, ruck or maul to collapse

2 Weeks

10.4(m)

Verbal abuse of Players based on Religion, Race, Colour, or
National or Ethnic Origin or otherwise

4 Weeks

10.4(k)
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